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THE REPUBLIC OF LITHUI 
/- KLAIPEDA GEOTHERMAL DEMONSTRATION PROJF"" - 
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1. &. The Bank's overall strategy in Lithi 
to accelerate structural reforms leading to a full transition to a market-DaSe€I economy ana, at tne same 
time, rt efficient invesunents in high prioriry sectors to facilitate a retun ~ornic growth. 
The r completed Public Expenditure Review, jointly prepared by the nd the Bank, 
highlighted the need to priority investments in energy, transport. and env~ronmental ser ' 
The proposed Project i with the National Energy Strategy, which supports the developmc 
indigenous and renewal 3 sources. The use of geothermal energy as a replacement for irq 
fossil fuels in district heating systems could ultimately replace up to 50% 

- 
mnt fuel 
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ush EPA carried out a 2 .' During 1989-1993 a Danish consultant group financed by 
comprehensive study to determine the size and quality of g e o t h e d  resources in Latvia and Lithuania 
and to assess the potential for utilizing geothermal energy to replace currently used fossil fuel for heat 
generation. BtCause the temperature of the water resources is between 3@95"C, the energy can only be 
used for heating and would normally be financially unviable without access to a district heating system. 
Additionally, the high cost of drilling operations could only be supported by a large consumer, such as 
a district heating system. The study confirmed that substantial geothermal aquifers occur within the 
Devonian and Cambrian strata, and it identified a number of cities where of geotl 
could substitute for fossil fuel up to 50% of energy consumption. The SO deten 
largest and most promising storage areas ire l o d  in Lithuania. 

- 
at the 

3. The findings of the study underscore the existence of a significant indigex 

P 
The GOL requested the Danish EPA to extend the B a i c  Geothermal study to include the prcparzm,, ,, 
a feasibility study for consauction of a geothermal demonstrananon planr in Klaipeda, which was identified 
as being the best location for a demonstmion project. The city of Klaipeda is situated on the Baltic Coast 
on the mouth of the Kursiu Lagoon. With its population of 204,000, Klaipeda is Lithuania's third largest 
city. The town bas an existing district heating network with a related annual heat demand (1994) of 
5,600 Terajoules (TJ), which is expected to increase to 7,500 TJ by year 2000. The study indicated that 
a suitably sized demonstration plant could provide about 10% of the heat demand to the Klaipeda District 
Heating System. Energy could be extracted from the-geothermal water by using heat pump technology 
based on absorption heat pumps. The feasibility study also determined that by reducing the ternperm 
regime in the district heating nerwork, an additional 24% of geothrrmal energy could be c~racred without 
any additional invc~mau  in the geothennal p h .  The proposed geothermal plant would produce 530 
TJ without a reduction in the nctwork tcmpcraturr. This energy amount corresponds to about 16,500 tons 
of oil or 19.5 million d of natural gas. An assumption is made that reduction of the ~ l ~ t r ~ n r k  
temperature will be implcmcntc 1 next cnergy/district h a  Ithiscor 
production of 650 TJ/year. 
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4. The proposed Project would be the first geothermal project to supply he 
heating sysrem in the Baltic States. It is also the first geothermal project financed by the B 
geothermal energy is t r a n s f e d  to a district heating system by use of heat pump technology. 1 UG rl ya;r 

is considered a national priority, and is in compliance with the National Energy Strategy's stated aim of 
developing indigenous energy resources. It also reduces environmental impacts, both localized air 
pollution (particulates and sulfur dioxide) and those with broader impacts, such as emissions of 
greenhouse gases (GHG) and sulfur dioxide (SO3 which are covered by i n t c d o n a l  agreements ratified 
by the GOL, the Montreal Ptotocol, and the Framework for Climate Changes Convention. The Project 
would reduce the emission of grtcnhouse gases from the boiler houses in Klaipeda by about 10%. The 
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10. Proiect Financing. The project cost is estimated d8.02 m uivalent, 
a foreign exchange component 15.01 million including contingencies, or about 83% of the total 
project cost. The Bank would US $5.9 million (32.7% of total project costs). The loan would 
be repaid by the GOL over 20 years including 5 years grace with repayments calculated on an annuity 
basis at the Bank's standard variable rate of interest. 
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11. The GEF would cofinance the project with a gra 
of total Project cost. This woul %greed upon incremental costs as described in para. 14. Parallel 

, cofinancing on a grant basis 1 ;overnrnent of Denmark (US $2.5 million equivalent) and the - 
European Union (US $120,00cr equivalent) comprises about 14.5% of total project costs. The local 
counterpart contribution of LT r0.4 million or US $2.6 million equivalent would be provided by the 
GOL. A breakdown of costs and the financing plan are shown in Schedule A. Amounts and methods 
of procurement ad disbursements and the disbursement schedule are shown in Schedule B. A timetable 
of key project processing events and the status of Bank Group operations in I I are giv 
Schedules C and D, respectively. A map is also attached (No. 27165). '1 Repon 
14584 LT. dated September 1995. is being distributed separately. 
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12. - Ration ;EF Fina [he involvement of the GEF (and the World Bank) 
proposa project woula provide an o p p o m r y  to support Lithuanian efforts to reduce dependen 
imported fossil fuels for heating, and improve national environmental quality through the reduction of 
greenhouse gases and SO,. In the absence of such involvement, it is unlikely that the country would be 

0 
able to mobilize the technical assistance and financial resources rtquirtd to implement a dcmonstrafim 
project of this nature. 

ale for G 

f low 13. The project would provide a mecnanxsm ror rhe GEF to rcsr the feasibility o: 
temperature geothermal energy as a means of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and reduce the 
dependence on fossil fuels in district heating systems. With successful implementation, the Project could 
serve as a paradigm for other successor states to the Fonner Soviet Union. all of which have extensive 
district hearing systems and extensive renewable geothermal energy resources. The project is eligible for 
GEF funding as it confonns to the Guidance for p r a ~ 3 3  GEF Rtsources in 1995 in that: (a) it is 
sustainable; (b) it is a national priority in the National Energy Strategy; (c) it provides the means of 
abating GHG ; below US $25 per ton carbon; (d) it includes an essential transfer of technology; 
(e) it would dc n indigenous and renewable energy resource; and ( f )  it would demonstrate thnt a 
further extraction or geothermal energy is achievable, when combined with other energy C O X I S C ~  
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14. ~mtal Cost. ~ n e  wculauon or me ~r~cremcnta~ cost is described in the TW 
Annex. However, to prepare this calculation the investment cost for the geothermal plant was assessed 
at US 516.3 million, as the ICB-procedures are expected to reduce the actual cost. The NPV at a 
discount rate of 10% is US 45.6 million based on this investment cost (without including e n v i r o n m ~  
benefits) and on the provision of 530 TJIyear of heat supply over 25 years through a planned mix of 
heavy fuel oil and natural gas. The investment cost has, due to changes in the Yen-dollar relationship, 
been re-assessed at US $17.6 million. The alternative cost is. the investment cost of the Project plus 
annual operations and maintenance charges for the geothermal installation, converted to present value 
terms at a 10% discount rate. The differenu of US 56.9 million (17.6 - 16.3 + 5.6 million) represum 

P the increment to be covered bv GEF. 



. cenified by the financial directors of EG and LSPS; (c) submission of 2 ake or pr ract for 
the wholesale of geothermal energy to KDHE; and (d) transfer of licensl to  prod^ Y from - the geothermal plant. Conditions for effectiveness would include: (a) subrmsslon of satisfactory evidence 
that all conditions precedent to effectiveness of the gram from cofinanciers have been f and (b) 
execution of subsidiary loan agreement between GOL and EG. 
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23. - Envi~ d As~ects. The proposed Project would 1 r positive enviror 
impacts as no ernissia d be generated by the Project, and it would nificantly reduce 
of fossil fuels in affected areas. Due to higher price for natural gas compared wlth HFO with high swnu 
content (3.5%). it is anticipated that the geothermal energy from the Project would reduce both oil and 
gas consumption. The Project would result in annual reductions in missions of C02 and NO, by 47,800 
and 1 ton(s) respectively if natural gas is replaced. and 51,940 and 110 tons respectively if HFO is 
replaced. In addition the'replacement of HFO would result in an additional reduction of SO, of about 
1160 tons per year. The proposed Project has been placed in environmental screening category "B". 
An environmental review consistent with the provisions of the World Bank's Operational - - . - A  n r  

"Environmental Assessment" and the applicable environmental procedures of the GOL is 
Technical Annex. 
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24. it or in^: a: The generation o m e d  heat will 1 ~uously 
~ O ~ L U -  on a ~y basis, w wu G would be psi' :dy in regard to d heat. 
Furthermore, parameters such as the amount of extracted geothermal water, and temperature of the 
geothermal water and in the network rmun water, would also be monitored on a daily basis to make it 
possible to evaluate further energy transfer to the DH company. Based on the delivered heat, it would 
Be easy to calculate the replaced amount of fuel and with it linked emission of CO,, SO,, NO,, and 
particulate matter. 

P 25. poi& Benefi~. The project would demonstrate whether Lithuania's SUM 
geothermal resources can be commercially developed, specifically for the purpose of utilizing these 
relatively low temperature, cnvironmdly benign resources. These resources would be used in existing 
district heating systems using technology already being employed in other district heating systems 
(Denmark, Germany, and Sweden). The proposed project would also establish the institutional and policy 
framework for promoting the further development of geothermal energy. Specific project benefits 
include: (a) reduction in noxious emissions of CO,, SO,, NOx and particulate matter; (b) the cost- 
effective utilization of an indigenous energy resource (which is also rtcommended in Lithuania's Energy 
Development Program); (c) savings in foreign exchange; and (d) more reliable fuel supplies to supplement 
imported fuel presently used for heating purposes. 

26. The project is estimated to have an economic rate of return (ERR) of 9.8% if national 
environmental benefits are included (4.7% if national environmental benefits are excluded). The ERR 
increases to 11.7 2 if the global benefits of CO, reduction arc also included in the analysis. A GEF grant 
of US $6.9 million, approved for the project, would allow the project to remain financially sustainable 
(that is, to cover its operating and capital costs). Any subsequent gtothmnal plant would draw on the 
lessons learned from this demonstration project and would be justified on its own economic and technical 
merits. 

Roia 27. ct Risks. Underscoring th ~nstration charac :, the main risks 
include: 

0 Technical Risks: lower than expected supply of geothermal energy (amount of water and watcr 
F tunpcrarure); and 
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ICLAIPEDA GEO-W DEMONSTRATION PROJECT 

-TED COSfS AND FlSALNClNG PLAN 

US S Million % 
Local Foreign Total Foreign 

Drilling Operation 
Completion of Wells 
Control and Evaluation of Drilling Operations 
Building and Civil Works 
Connection to Boiler House and Extemal Pipeline 
Heat Exchangen 
Absorption Heat Pumps 
Filters. Valves and Internal Piping 
Power, Conml and Regulation 
Project Implementation Support 
Training, Technical Assistana, 8 Suocnrkian 

r 

Base Cost for Geothermal Demons itration Plant 

Physical Contingencies 
Price Contingencies 

TOTAL PROJECT COST 

Interest During Cons2ruction 0 -40 0.40 100% 

TOTAL FINANCING 

xal Foreign Total - US S Million - 
IBRD (loan) 
GEF (grant) 
Ministry of Environmenf Denmark (grant) 
European Union - Phare (grant) 
Government of Lithuania 

a/ Excluding taxes and duties 
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REPUBLIC OF LrrHuANLA 

KLAPEDA GEO- DEMONSTRATION PROJECT 

%MMARY OF PRO#)= P R v  

Project Element :B-GEF - - 
Civil Worlo and lagor  Eq 

N.B.F. Total Cost 

Building and CM.~ Works - - 

Connection to Boihr House and LcBnul Pip.iirw 

Srmlkr Equipment 

Control and Evrlr; 

Tnining, Technial A u i r i n a ,  & Sup 

T d  728 
T)rBuJr 5.50 ‘ 
Ths GEF 

Total Fmanang 
The Bank 

P TheGEF 

N.B.F. - Na Bmk Cmold - -Lm'I-- - csCmo6- - ~ m B n - b r ~ r d ~ ~ ~ m ) - u s ~ 1 ~ 1 1 ~  
1) Tk.--*.b.apPr11~14b41111mw~mCiB.rk.(hr~-b- 



NAIPEDA GEOTHERMAL DEMONSTRATION PROJECT 

(a) Time taken to prepare the Project: 

(c) First B& Mission: 

ission: 

lths (Fet - Oct. l! 

SCHEDULE C 

Ministry of Energy, Lithuanian State Power System, 
Klaipeda District Heating Enterprise, and Enterprise- 
Georerma (using consultants financed by the Danish 
Government) with Bank assistan 

February 1994 

March 

Negotiarions: October 1995 - 
Planned Date of Effectiveness: January 1996 

(g) List of Relevant PC& h d  PPARs: None 

The Project was prepared by Anders Halidin (EC4NR), 
Kavalsky, and the Division Chief is Geoffrey Fox. 

anagcr. The Department Director is Basil 
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1.1. Lithuania is the southernmost Baltic country. I1 of 65,200 h2, with a 
population of about 3.8 million. During the Soviet period. Lithuama nad a strong economy, based on 
specialized industries and agriculture, which was fully integrated into the larger S tern. Sin= the 
restoration of Lithuanian independence in 1991, the country has undertaken a maj am of political 
and economic reforms, which has brought it from a centrally planned economy to a uansitional market 
economy. Ln this process,. it has experienced adjustment shocks common to many economies in transition, 
characterized by a significant decline in economic productivity and high inflation rates. The gross 
domestic ~roduct (GDP) also declined sharply as a result of the collapse of trading relations with Russia 
and iet Rcpul 

an area 

oviet sys 
or prom 
. -  - ---- 

1.2. Government or ~ ~ m u m  ,, ., ~ c e n  pursulng econormc reform ana 
stabilization, including price and trade liberalization. A fonnal m a c r ~ ~ ~ ~ n o m i c  program was lau 
in 1991, supported by two IMF standby arrangements (in October 1991 and October 1993). Since 
Lithuania has been successful in containing monetary expansion and fiscal deficits. Lithuania inrro 
the national currency, the Litas (in July 1993). which has been tied to the US Dollar since April 1994 
(4 Litas = US $1). Inflation has been reduced from an annual rate of 1,02096 in 1992 to an 
estimated rate of 69% in 1994, and is expected to be 25% in 1995, 18% in 1996, and projected to decline 
further thereafter. The introduction of a currency board system in April 1994 is expected to be vay 
effective in ensuring continued macroeconomic stability. The estimated per capita income level was 

,- US $1,350 in 1994. The Bank expeas the Lithuanian economy to recover from its current economic 
reca I projects a GDP growth rate of 5 2 in 1% ; % per yl 
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1.3. The Bank's overall strategy in L i t h W  is to suppon mt wunrry's efforts to accacrxc 
sauctural reforms leading to a full m i t i o n  to a market-based economy and, at the same time, to support 
efficient investments in high priority sectors to facilitate a return to economic growth. To date the BanL 
has provided the GOL with a Rehabilitation Loan (No. 3737-LT) of US $60 million in October 1992 
(which is being successfully implemented), a Power Rthabiitation Loan (No. 3524-LT) of US $26.4 
million in January 1995, the Klaipeda EnvircmmeM Loan (No. 6401-LT) of US $7 million, and the 
Enterprise aad Financial Sector Assistance Loan (No. 3866LT) of US $25 million in April 1995. 

1.4. The recently completed Public Expadiwe.Rwiew, jointly prepared by the GO 
the Bank, highlights the need to support priority investments in energy, transport and enviromncnral 
services. l3c ct is regarded czs a priority by the WL, in line with the Nm'onal L 
Strategy, whi Levelopment of indigenous and rcncwabIe energy sources. 

Energy Sector 

1.5. Overview. L i t n m - s  economy is Wlenged by six major problem in the 
sector: (a) h rgy intensity and the need for energy efficiency and conservation; (b) limit; - domestic ena urces, which currently supply only 2% of total energy d d ;  (c) almost total 
dependence on rmpoxtcd fuels from Russia and thus a vulnerability to serious supply disruptions; (d) 



receive shares of UPS totalling 15% of authorized capital. The privatization process is expected to be 
finished by September 1995. which opens the door for corporatization of the LSPS branches into legal 
entities in accordance with Lithuanian law. However, an earlier corporatization of EG has been discussed 
with the GOL, which has indicated that EG can be corporatized in the near future without awaiting the 
privatization process. EG would then be separated from UPS and established as a State Enterprise. 
Corporatization of EG as an open joint stock cc a condition for Board Presentatio 
prior to that, the GOL would provide the Bank 
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1.12. Lithuania is in the process of establishing regulatory bodies concurrently with 
commercialization of the energy sector. An interim body, the Energy Pricing Council, has been 
established to submit pricing proposals to the Cabinet. An Energy Agency has been created to help 
colle nd draft poliq, far the Governme1 
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Residential arcas (26 million m2 of housing) obtain hot water at ~um t e q  of 1500 1 

many industries are supplied with sttam. The annual heat pro deliverex district 1 
systems is approximately 100 PJ, of which about 25 PJ are d as ste industry, 
residential heat consumption of 2.4 G J I d  is more than double that of Western Europe, as a result of 
poorly insulated buildings and the poor condition of the district heating systems. In 1993, the total fuel 
consumed in district hearing systems had fallen to 0.74 bcm of gas and 0.9 million tons of heavy fuel oil 
(FIFO)-a drop of 0.3 bcm and 0.3 million tons respectively from 1991. This decrease reflea 
significantly lower iodusaial consumption, and constrained supply to residential consumers. The share - of DH in final energy consumption actually rose from 22 % to 24 96 between 199 1 and 1993, however, 
due tl ~ty of thh 
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. .  . 1.14. District H e a t h .  The principal problems m me district nmung systems are: (a) neat 
production plants rely on heat-only boilers (HOB), fueled by nafural gas or HFO, to provide 70% of 
annual heat production, which is substantially less efficient than using heat from combined he& and power 
plants; (b) the systcrns are run in "constant-flow operation mode", making load dispatching and consumer 
heat regulation (and therefore metering) impossible_, and 1c.adhg to excessively high power consumption 
of water pumps; and (c) the pipe systems suffer from a monthly loss of 100-40096 of total network water 
volume, whereas a 515% monthly loss is the norm in modem, pro-insulated pipe systems. Based on a 
200% mornhly wattr loss, heat loss from a nawork can be estimated as 8 GJlyearld of network 
volume. In general, measures such as the modification of network connections would enable a reduced 
network tempmtm, resulting in significant energy savings, and it has 
March 1995) that such nexwork modifications are a priority in Klaipcda 
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1.15. The GOL has been subsidizing district heating nugh a combination of 
cross subsidies from electricity and direa operating subsidies. umers are also partially 
compensated for that part of their heat bill which exceeds 15% LIL LAIC uvrwcuuld income. This direct 
subsidy, through LSPS, is capped at an estincrrrA average consumption level based on the cost to heat 
15 square meters per resident and an extra 15 square maers per dwelling. In addition, the GOL 
announced in late 1993 that it would enforce payment of the heating bills by linking it to electricity 
supply. T h m  arc still several inherent problems with t: rn of subsidization: t h m  is no guarantee 

- that cross subsidies will meet expected targets, and the er compensation scheme is designed for 
a certain level of heat use which may not be possible ro provide in all areas. Given the different . . 
subsidies, the system is adrmmmively complex, and is subsidized even at full tariff level before 
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allow a t-  -ough evaluation of the current situation and available resources, and provide a program of 
short- anc long-term actions. An important part of this strategy would be the identification of actions to 
reduce the generation of 
pollution at source. This study 
will be completed by September rnble 1.1: Emissions from Buming Fuel 
1995. As mentioned in para. 
1.7, there is a trend toward Emission (kg/GJ) 

replacing natural gas with HFO, CO, NO, SO., TPM 
based on slightly higher prim ,& Gu 34~11ton 71.18 0.1 
for natural gas than for HFO. 
This trend- is definitelx a HFO 40~ll ton 78.4 0.4 1.8 0.1 
negative one 'from an 
environmental standpoint as 
HFO emits much higher levels 
of CO,, NO,, SO,, and TPM (Tab1 

Ge0thexma.I Sector 

1.22. Backmound. Gtothmnal water constimes an enormous potential reserve of energy, 
which varies in temperantre .dcpadmg on the geological formation and depth. Ln the Baltic region, 
acccss to geothermal watcr is quite easy, as the drilling depth can be limited to about 800-1200 m in the 

A 
Dcvon stratum, where the temperatures are between 25-50°C. Tempcrarures between 75-85°C can be 
found at a depth of about 2000 m (in the Cambrium stratum), but the availability of sufficient amounts 
of water is questionable; that stratmi is not rewmmended for extensive use until further data can be 
developed. 

1.23. The resource for the proposed Project is sinratcd in a series of Lower Devonian aquifer 
sands underlying the district of Klaipeda, at a depth of about 1,200 meters. These sands are extensive 
and their properties (thickness, porosity, permeability, sand consolidation, etc.) in the Klaipcda area 
(based on well tests, core samples and other data) appear to be good to excellent. Being of a stdimcmary 
origin, the properties of the aquifer sands arc prediaable and may be extrapolated over a large area, thus 
the heat reserves can be determined with a good degr# of confidence. 

1.24. During 1989-1993 a Danish consultant group financed by the Danish EPA carried out a 
comprehensive study ( B a l t i c b t h d  Energy Study) to determine the size and quality of geothermal 
resources in Latvia and Lithuania and to assess the potential for utilizing geothermal energy to replacc 
currently used fossil fuel for heat generation. With the tcmpmme of the water resources being between 
3CL95"C, the energy could only be utiiizcd tcanomically for heating requiring access to a district htating 
system. 

1.25. The study confirmed that substantial geothermal aquifers occur within the Devonian a d  
Cambrian strata, and it identified a number of cities, where the use of geothermal energy could substitute 
for fossil fuel for up to 50% of energy consumption. The study also determined that the largest and most 
promising storage areas are 1- in Lithuania. 
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has been identified, as well as two projects in Zyrardow outside Warsaw (US $60 million) and in 
Szczecin (US $120 million). In Slovakia, a project in Kosice (US 5120 million) has been identified. All 
projects would use geothermal water at a temperarure of 85 - 95°C (higher temperatures than would be 
used in the Klaipeda Geothermal Demonstration Project). and the heat would be transferred using existing 
district heating networks through the use of heat exchangers. 

1.31. The Bank's experience in implementing geothermal projects is currently limited in regard 
to power producing plants such as Olkaria in Kenya (US $59.9 million) for generation up to 45 MW of 
electricity, and the recently approved project in the Philippines (US $305 million) partly financed by - 
GEF. for generating up to 700 MW of steam to be produced at Leyte and transported to Cebu and Luzon. 

1.32. The involvement of the Bank and the Global Environmental Facility (GEF) in the 
proposed Project would provide an opportunity to support Lithuanian efforts to reduce dependence on 
imported fossil fuels. for heating and improve national environmental quality through the reduction of 
localized air pollution (paniculates and SO,) and improve the global environment through the reduction 
of greenhouse gases. In the absence of Bank and GEF involvement, it is unlikely that the country would 
be able to mobilize the technical assistance and financial resources required to implement a demonstration 

ject of this nature. 

3 This involvement has already resulted in actions in establishing the implementing company 
as a separate legal entity under Lithuanian law, developing a business plan for the company's engagement 
in the future development of the Lithuanian gcothennal resources, and contractual arrangements for long- - term supply of geothermal energy to a district heating wmpany as well as eventual f m r e  private sector 
participation. 
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,.A) to include the preparation or a reasibility study for me consrrucuun of a geouicnw demons------ 
plant in Klaipeda, which was identified as being the best location for a demonstration project. The city 
of Klaipeda is situated on the Baltic Coast on the mouth of the Kursiu Lagoon. With its population of 
204,000, Klaipeda is Lithuania's third largest city. The town has an existing district heating network with 
a re1 demand (1994) a Terajoules (TJ). 

(para* 
tratinn 

2.2 The study indicated that a suirable size of the aemonsrrarlon plant could provide ,,,. 
10% of the hcat demand to the Klaiptda Dismct Heating System. Energy could be extracted from the 
geothennal water by using heat pump technology based on absorption heat pumps. The feasibility study 
also determined that by reducing the temperature regime in the district heating network, an additional 
24 % of geothermal energy could be extracted without any additional investments in the geothermal plant. 
The proposed geothennal plant would produce 530 TJ annually without reduction of the network 
t p ~ r a t u r e .  rergy amount corresponds to about 16,500 tons of oil or 19.5 million m3 of pan-1 

-.d , . , d o n  of tne proposm rroject rncluded an ~aenriricauon rmssion in Eeoruary ,, .-, 
a pre-appraisal mission in September 1994 and ,an appraisal mission in March 1995. In between, a 
number of preparatory field visits w m  made to review specific issues in combination with other missions .- to the Region. These missions arad visits have also included the participation of representatives nf th* 
Ministry of Environn 

a.T proposcu Project would be the mst geoulerrnal project to supply heat to a LUUAW 

heating system in the Baltic States. It is also the first geothermal project financed by the Bank, w h m  
the geothennal energy is extracted from an aquifer with a temperature as low as 42-50°C, and transfmed 
to a district heating system by use of hcat pump technology. 

2.5 The Project is considered a national priority, and is in compliance with the National 
Energy Strategy's stated aim of developing indigenous energy resources. It also limits the e n v i r o n m d  
impacts, both localized air pollution (particulates and sulfur dioxide) and those with broader impacts, such 
as the emissions of greenhouse gass  (GHG) and sulfur dioxide (SO3 which are covered by international 
agreements ratified by the GOL, the Montrcal Protocol, aad the Famework of Climate Changes 
Convention. The Project would initially reduce the emission of grecnho~ ,e boiler houses 
in Klaipeda by about 10 96. 

use gasa 

2.6 The feasibility study, supported by the Danish EPA (para. 2.1), shows that the 
geothermal energy, compared to other indigenous energy resources such as peat and wood chips, has a 
much larger development potential, and a lower heat generation cost based on a production capacity of 
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to prc  stainable management and the development of environmentally sound and non- 
pollut~ng georhermal resources both in a national and regional perspective. 

E. Project Components and Descriptior 

2.10 Proiect Descri~tion. The proposed Project would be developed as an 
environmentallenergy management project in the city of Klaipeda. The Project has two complementary 

)orients: 

Technical. Assistance and Training Component for: - 
design of the E ma1 -loop including uipment lcting the heat 
from the g e o t h e m  water and transfemng it to me alsrrict heating system; 

all n p  . ._ A -  

detailed drilling, testing, and con program! 

)rt in prc management support for project implementation 
documents, and construction supemision; and 

, includi ender 

training of Lithuanian staff and management in the operation oj 
plant in Thisted, Denmark to optimizc the transfer of technology 

Investment Component for: - 
establishment of two production wells and one injtcuon w ell; 

above ground facilities including building and necessary quipm~ as absorption 
hcat pumps, heat exchanger, and auxiliary equipment for control and regulation of the 

Lnd the heat transfer to the distria heating and 
- 

pipinn between production wells and geothermal ~ l a n t .  and between the geothermal plant 
I well, and piping betwe 1 plant and the d sing 

mt such . . 

- -  - 
to the 
nctWo1 

m the ge 

the elen 
mmt arc 

lcnts of the proposed Project is provided in Chart 1 and further details concerning 
I given in Annex 2. 

2.11 &gy. The proposed geothermal project involves the circulation of 600 d/h of 
42OC gathen: r from about 1,200 meters depth via a closed geothermal loop. utilking a heat 
exchanger and near pumps for the retrieval and subsequent supply of heat into the existing district heating 
network in Klaipeda. The gwthermal water would be exuacted from rwo production wells and returned 
with reduced temperwes to the same depth to maintain formation pressure and to avoid creating water 
pollution problems. The technology proposed for utilization of the available low temperature geothermal 
heat in existing district heating networks is well developed and is being employed in several European - towns and cities. A more detailed description of the proposed geothermal plant is presented in Annex 
3. 

nal watt 



1.12 The region was intensively investigated and explored in search of gas and oil fields. The 
geological and petrophysical information from more than 400 boreholes have been compiled and 
evaluated, and the predicted findings are described in para 1.26. The georechnical and geothermal 
information linked to the acrual locations of the demonstration plant indicate that up to 850 m3/h could 
possibly be extracted from the two production wells and the temperamre of the geothermal water could -. 
be as high as 48OC. An increase in temperamre would give an additional 20 TJPC, and increased water 
extractions would result in an additional 85 TJ/100m3/h. Funhermore, if the network temperature regime 
were to be discarded as a result of expected network modifications. a larger amount of energy could be 
extracted from the geothermal water. 

2.13 Drillingwillbe undertaken using traditional drilling mud (water based bemonitic mud). 
The risk of severe drilling fluid loss to-the aquifer zone and drilling "blindlyn is not anticipated. Such 
,roblems are encountered in highly fractured geothermal zones associated with faults and volcanic 
~ctivity, and not in the zone under consideration. Due to its sedimentary origin and the total absence of 
xganic material, the aquifer water is unlikely to contain HIS CO, or hydrocarbons. 

2.14 There are technical risks, however, which justify starring first with a demonstration plant. 
They are: (a) the sustainable level of geothennakvater that can be extracted; and (b) the temperature of 
the geothermal water. Even if the plant design is very conservative and robust, these risks would rcsult 
in a lower than expected amount of geothermal heat being extracted. To reduce the impact of these risks 
the feasibility srudy is based on an energy extraaion which is about 30% less than anticipated maximum 

A output. 

2.15 h~lmen ta t ion  Schedule. Project implementation would be expected to begin 
1996 and would be carried out over a three-year period. 

1 January 

F. Cost Estimates 

2.16 The total cost of the Project is estimated to be US 518.02 million or LT 72.08 million 
equivalent, including contingencies, but excluding taxes. The estimated cost distributed among project 
subcomponents is shown in Table 2.1. 

stirnated 
mount tc 
ontingenl 

2.17 The total base cost is estimated at US $15.09 million. PI 
~ - - -  . 

.u~r~ur~nl~iCS are 
1.75 million. Price contingencies between January 1, 1995 and December 1998 would 
imately US $1.78 million or 11.2% of base cost plus physical contingencies. Total 
-esent 16.8% of the base cost. The foreign exchange component is estimated at 

~~roximateiv US $15.01 : ncluding contingc r about 8 ,reject a 

: Financ 
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.18 lancing 1 e propost loan of l 'UUICL IIIWICG a ~ u t ~ t  32.7 % 
of total Project cosrs. The loan would be repaid by the GOL over 20 years including 5 years 
the Bank's standard variable rate of interest. 

P 
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Danish Min 
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~isrry of Environment 0.20 6 2.50 2.50 
(grant) 

EU-Pttarr (grant) 

Govemmmt of Lizhua 

Total 

I! Pt.n by F i i  Year (US S million) 

Financicn 1996 

BRD Om) ( 

-. GEF (grant) 1 

D z n ' i M i  0.51 0.99 
of Envimnmmt 
mo 
EU-Phart (grant) 0.05 7.05 

Govcmmmt of 0.33 1.74 
Lithuania 

1 - 

2.20 on lend in^ Arranetmmts. The Govtmmmt would onlend proceeds of the Bank loan for 
EG. under terms and conditions satisfactory to h e  Bank. As a condirion of qf/eaiveness ufrhe GEF 
gmnr, subsidiary grant agreements have ro have been erecured benvec ~wrnmenr and EG. The 
G o v e m m t  would fudermore cixumel the GEF grant to EG without ; ny charges to ~e grant. 

H. Procurement 

2.21 Procurement under parallel cofinancing anangmmts  (US S2.62 million) would be carried 
out through tied procurement in accordance with procurement regulations of the Government of Denmark, 
and the EU-PHARE Program. All goods and works to be financed from the GEF grant proceeds would 
be procured in accordance with the Bank's Procurement Guidelines (January 1995). including 

- amendments as of the loan signing date, using standard Bank bidding documents. Procurement would be 
undenaken in the following manner: 
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Project Element - 
ICE-WE ICE-GEF N.U.F. TotalCost 

Civll Worlu and hrgmr Eauinmmt 

Drilling Opantion 

8 3 d i  a+ C i  works 

Heat Exchangen 

nullrr Equ 
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14 720 7 z  1) 0.16 - 17.62 
Rr- 5-50 ' 534 
The GEF 6.74 - 0.16 - 6.90 ' 

Toml 
The Bank 
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I. Disbursements 

2.26 The proposed Project is expected to be disbursed over a period of four (Bank) fiscal years 
(1996-1999) with an estimated closing date on December 31. 1998. Disbursements per year are shown 
in Table 2.6. Table 2.7 shows the disbursement, per fiscal year, of all the fmancier's contributions for 
the project. Descriptions of all the Bank loan and GEF grant proceeds and forecasts of expenditure and 
disbursement for the proposed Project arc shown in Ta The disbursement sched  own in 
Table 2.9. 

- - Table 2.6: Dkbursmrmt by Yar (US S Million 

Bank F i  Year - 1996 1997 

- 
Table 2.7: I r i c i n g  Plan by Disbursement Category 

IProject k r w r n w r n  - IBF Loal Contribution 

.-- -I ICMI Works and hrprr  Equlpnmt 

Drilling Operation 1.87 27.12 
Building and Civil Works 023 3.91 
Conmdion to Boikr H o w  and Extbmrl P i  0.22 3.73 
Heat Exchangers 0.75 10.90 
Absorpoon Hew Pumps 

3.37 48.81 

Smaller Equipment 
Completibn of Wdlr 
Fitten, Valves and lntsrml Piping 
Pomr, Control and Reaulttion 

Control and Evaluation of Drilling Operatiow 

Lorn Serviu Cost Durlng C o m e t i 0 1  - -- 
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months of average expenditures made through the Special Account. During the early stages of the 
Project, the initial allocation to the Special Account would be limited to US $250,000. However, when 
the aggregate disbursement under Loan has reached the level of US $2.000.000, the initial allocation may 
be increased to the authorized allocation of US $500.000 by submitting the relevant application for 
withdrawal. Applications for replenishment of the Special Account would be submitted monthly or when 
one-third of the amount has been withdrawn, whichever occurs earlier. Documentation requirements for - replenishment would follow the standard Bank procedure as described in the Disbursement Handbook, 
Chapter 6. In addition. monthly bank statements of the Special Account which have been reconciled by 
the Borrower would accompany all replenishment requests. l3e t e r n  and conditions of the establishment 
and operation of the Special Accowu would be set forrh during negotiations. - 

J. Environmental Aspects - 

2.3 1 Preparation of the proposed Project has included an environmental review consistent with 
the applicable procedures of the GOL and the provisions of World Bank Operational Directive 4.01, 
"Environmental Assessment" for a category "B" project. As the Project would not generate waste or any 
emissions to either air or water, the review has becn based on gathered information about environmental 
benefits as a result of reduced consumption of fossBfuels. Implementation of the Project would result in 
improvement of ambient air quality through-annual reductions in emissions of CO, and NO, to the amouxg 
of 47,800 and 310 tons respectively if mural  gas is replaced, and 51.940 and 265 tons respeaively if 
HFO is replaced. In addition, the replacement of HFO would result in an additional reduction of S& 
of about 1160 tons per year. The reduaion of SO, and NO, would result in an improvement of the 
ambient air quality 'at the national level, while the reduction of CO, is regarded as a global bcndit, 
thereby also making the project eligible for GEF funding. Annex 4 summarizes the findings of the 
environmental review. Attached as Annex 5 is the Bank's Environmental Data S h e .  

2.32 EG has received all routine approvals for construction of the geothermal plant, including 
the local electricity company and the water and sewage company. EG has also received a formal 
environmental impact clearance from the Ministry of the Environment. The Ministry of Construction and 
Urban Development, will issue the permission to stan construction. 



III. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

A. O r g a t i o n  and Management 

3.1 The implementing agency for the Project will be Enterprise Geoterma (EG). Until 
recently, EG was a branch of the Lithuania State Power System U P S ) ,  in which it constituted a unit 
entrusted with the promotion of geothermal energy. The separarion of EG fiom LSPS curd its 
corporanian'on are conditions for Board Presentation of the Projen. ln this respect, EG has tried to 
promote a geothermal ~roiezt in the vicinity of Klaipeda (Vidmantai), where two wells were drilled.' It 
has a active i~ paration of a geothermal atlas of Lithuania. - i t i i  pre 

3.2' EG h a of five, and is headed by a Gcneral Manager with a solid background in 
geothermal energy. In order to prepare EG for the Project, technical assistance would be arranged in the 
form of two advisers who will: (a) help wrporatize EG and prepare a corporate business plan; and (b) 
promote the commercial aspects of geothermal energy dcvelopmcnt, by inter alia elaborating a framework 
enabling private sector participation in the Klaipeda Geothermal Demonstration Project and drafting a take 
or pay contract which will secure the revenues underlying the Project. 

3.3 [Damption of the Stututes, Board will be inserred here] 

3.4 [Damption ofthe Business Plan will be insmed here] 

3.5 Interest has beea expressed by the private scaor in participating in the Project. Should - a positive decision to do so be made, EG and its parmcrs might create a joint venture to implement the 
Project and opeate it. One wuld anticipate that, unless the involvement of the privatc sector was very 
substantial, EG would remain the operator of the Project. Private involvement would be a positive 
development as it will: (a) bring additional risk capital to Lithuania, (b) smngthen EG's management 
during projea implementation and operation; and (c) facilitate the ~ u c t i o n  of private capital for f u m  
geothermal projects. 

3.6 Proiect Imlmmtation. EG will be xesponsible for Project implanentation. EG 1 

assisted, as required, by international consultants to support the preparation of technical specific 
bid- documents, tendering, bid evaluation, contract awards, supervision of civil works and equ: 
installation, and follow-up activities. 

3.7 Other specific responsibilities of the EG under supemisionas an open joint stoc~ w 
are the following: 

(a) improve and finalize 1-UKS, preparation of short-lists, and technical cviuuauon 
pmposals received; 

(b) preparation of detailed specifications and procurement documents for a ~ ~ r o v e d  equ 
lists, review of bid packages and evaluation of offers received; 

--r 
t 'This projca is bcld in rkymcc rs the origirpl heu m ~groauw*~es) wu mvcr espblizhsd. 

will be 
ations, 
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B. Project Supervision 

3.9 The proposed Project would be supervised by Bank personnel from both headquarters and 
the Riga and Vilnius offices of the Regional Mission for the Baltic Countries. Ln addition, representatives 
of the Danish EPA would also panicipate in supervision missions. A proposed supervision plan is 

- presented in Chart 2. 

3.10 Recognizing that the proposed Project would be the first Bank project in Lithuania 
involving installation of sophisticated mechanical and electrical equipment for transferring geothermal 
energy to a district heating system, it is anticipated that it would require significant supervision (about 
20 swlyear). This supervision would be particularly intensive during the first two years when 
considerable input would be required for engineering and procurement aspects. Ln later years, supervision 
would be reduced to about 15 swlyear. 

3.11 A mid-term review would be conducted to evaluate project progress and assess the status 
of actions to be undertaken to ascertain a successful Project implementation and to strengthen EG's 
managerial capacity for further developing the gtothennai resources of Lithuania. The loan agreement 
would include provisions which allow the Bank, in consultation with the Borrower, to make adjustments 
in the details of these items and the schedule for their implementation. 

3.12 Given the essential role program monitoring and evaluation play in determining the impact 
of a given immention on development objectives, a number of indicators will be used to monitor and 
evaluate progress during the implementation of the Klaipeda Geothermal Demonstration Project. 

/-- However, the progress of these indicators would be evaluated in relative, not absolute, t e n .  During 
supervision, a selected number of commercial. operational, ikancial and e n v i r o n m d  indicators would 
be monitored in accordance with Project objectives. These indicators were identified during appraisal, 
and arc described in detail in Annex 7. 

C. Reports, Accounts and Audits 

3.13 EG. would prepare semi-annual progress reports on each project comp 
and revised costs, schedule, objective, and activity (starting from Loan Effectiveness). 

3.14 To monitor the financial performance of EG assurances should be obtained during 
negouanons that: (a) it will submit not later than October 3 1 of each year its operating and capital budga, 
as well as the budga of the Project for Bank approval; (b) it will submit on a semi-annual basis financial 
progress reports in which the actual results would be compared with the Budgets; and (c) it will appoint 
independent auditors satisfactory to the Bank to audit its accounts, as well as its Project accounts on an 
annual basis, and the audit reports will be submitted to the Bank within six months of the end of the fiscal 
ytar; the audit reports will contain a separate opinion on compliance with the financial covenants uadtr 
the Loan. 

3.15 To monitor project implememm.on. during negotiarions. agreement will be sough! that 
EG will submit Progress Repom on a quanerly baris and a Complen'on Repon in accordance with Bank 
Guidelines. 



FINANCIAL ASPECTS 

A. Background 

;s of the - 

- until re 4.1 The executing agency for the project will be En Geoterma (EG) . 
a branch of the Lithuania State Power System (LSPS).' As a branch of LSPS, EG was not a legal person; 
separate accounts were produced for EG but these did not provide a complete representation of EG's 
financial standing. Furthermore, the negotiations leading to the separation of EG from UPS are expected 
to take place during the fall of 1995 so that at this juncture the assets and liabilities EG will carry are not 

. lcnown with certainty. As a result, the submission of an independently audited EG balance sheer, cemjicd 
'by the Financial Directors of EG and LSPS is a condition for presenring the Project to the Board. - - 

4.2 'Jk heat output resulting- from the Project will be purchased by the Klaipeda District 
Heating Enterprise (KDHE), a branch of LSPS. Financial records of the branches are kept partly at the 
branch level, and partly at headquarters. Available records do not present a full financial picture, as, for 
instance: (a) services provided by LSPS headquarters are not charged; (b) branches do not have assets 
registers; and (c) branches do not have their own capital. As long as the branches arc kept within UPS, 

- .  

and r ies, the I I data will remai 

mark for the Geothemd 

4.3 While within LSPS separate accounts were prepared for LG wmm retlccte~ ttle ycnws 
and costs of EG as a "profit center." These accounts, however, are of limited use given that they did 
loot reflect fully the value of the services received from LSPS. As a result, once separated, one can 
presume h a t  the operating expenses of EG will increase. 

tration P 4.4 Aside from the promotion of the Klaipeda Geothermal Demons: Croject, I 
recent years, has been aaive in the provision of engineering services related to g w t h d  energ 
the imports of mechanical tquipment. These activities,' together with the implicit support rtcciva 
LSPS, allowed EG broadly to aver  its expenses. In order to anticipate the future financial perfor 
of EG, it has been requested to prepare a business plan covering the period 1995-2000. 7be s u b m u ~ ~ n  
of a butinas plan is a condition of negotiufions for tht proposed Project. 

4.5 Subject to the reviews of EG's opening balance shtef (para. 4.1). and of EG's b u s h  
plan @am. 4.4), and the possible addition of private investors to the venture (para. 3 4 ,  assvances 
should be obtained during negotiations that: (a) the Guvemmenf will provide an Mnual grant to EG 
during project i m p l m ' o n  covm'ng all of its direct operm'ng apenses; and (b) EG wiU not enter into 
new geothmd VQINTCS, and/or incur new long tenn debt w~'rho# the prior agreemen! qf the Bank. 

4.6 Under the assumptions that: (a) in the coming years, EG will be only concerned with the 
implementation of the proposed Project (to be fully-financed by external sources); (b) EG will not 
undertake new ventures andfor incur borrowings beyond those contemplated for the Project; (c) the 
Projcct will be built within the estimatrA costs and time frame. and yield the antici~atd benefits Pn TT 

- - 
I Tbc qmahn of EG fran LSPS is a cadition of ncgaiuiant of tfic p m p d  Projaa. 



z run" &tern 1994 Income Stntemenl 

Electnciry Heat 

Sales Volume (TWh) 7.6 

Average Revenue per Unit US 2.3C per Kwh US I 

Add: Huu Subsidies 

Fuel - 22.1 . 

Salaries and Wages 19.5 15.7 

4.9 With respect to KDHE, its accounts are partly kept in the branch and .partly at 
headquarters, and do not provide for a full disclosure of its financial standing. Nevertheless, one can 
assess that in recent years it operated at a loss. Data f-or 1993-94 are illustrative in this rcspea (Table 
4.2). The significant inmase in the volume of sales in 1994 is explained by the fact that in 1993 thm 
were disruptions in service on account of fuel shortages. One can stc that the increase in rcvermes (due 
also to the iarg~increasc in residential tariffs) was not sufficient to offset the increase in expenses. The 
losses w m  made up by transfers from LSPS (which in essenct paid for the fuel oil and natural gas 
consumed). 

4.10 KDHE operates with limited financial autonomy. All its revenues, barring payments for 
local costs (in essence salaries) are transferred to LSPS. It is facing particular difficulties in timely bill 
collection, and accounts receivable are now equivalent to 124 days of sales. It should be noted in this 
respect that individual connections are not metered, and thus cannot be disconnected. Ln extreme cases, 
KDHE disconnects power supplies to delinquent heat customers. 

6(. . .continued) - arising f m  inadeqrrrcy in previous tariffs from funtre budgumy allocations. The Bank is reviewing t h e  issues .ad will also 
review tfie udit report of LSPS's 19W reearnts (due Scptcmbn 1995). rhis foaa~ltc will be updated whm agrerma~ m the 
Action Plan has ud the ongoing audit have ban received. 



V. PROJECT JUSTIFICATION AND RISKS 
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is aimed 5.1 The proposed geothermal demonstration project i at: (a) developing an unui 
indigenous energy resource which would mitigate the emission of green-house gases (GHG); and (b) 
demonstrating that the resource can be used costeffectively to partially replace fossil fuels in the district 
heating (DH) systems in Lithuania. Development of indigenous geothermal resources is an integral part 
of Lithuania's Energy Development Program as it would reduce the country's dependence on energy 
imports (over 98 % of primary energy is imported) and also mitigate environmentally damaging emissions. 
In the base case, it is expected that 530 Ternjoules (T'D of geothermal energy can be reliably extracted 
and delivered to the Klaipeda DH system. Additional amounts of heat could be extracted, without 
additional investment or operating costs in the geothermal plant, if: (a) the tmxrature in the geothermal 
aquifer is at the higher end of the range expected; and (b) the DH systrm IS itself rehabilitated and 
modified to improve its operati reby lowering the tcmperme regime in the netwo~ 
increasing the utilization level ergy. Under optimal conditions the annual energy 
could reach 650 TJ. 

5.2 The replicability of the propos n plant, from economic, financial and 
technical points of view, can be fully assesscxl ouy arrcr ule demonstration plant is operational. 
However, it is expected that a subsequent plant could be built at a lower capital cost by m j  local 
engineering and other technical skills developed through transfer of technology under the demonstration 
project. The economic analysis has been done for the demonstration plant and for a subsequent plant 
built at a lower capital cost, assuming t tario of 530 TJIycar heat extractia ' ' 'itional 
scenarios, refleaing both down-side risb c additional bcndits, haw been inc dinto 

P the sensitivity analysis (Tables 5.5 and -.-,. 

rk and 
yield 

5.3 Thc basic conclusions ( ierived f iom the ;is arc: 

Pcrnonsmon Plaxg: Without taking into aasunt ~~ bendits, the proposed 
demonstration plant is not economically viable. However, grants from the GEF and the Danigh 
EPA, aimed at promoting GHG mitigating technologies, would allow the project to meet its 
recurring costs and debt-service obligations under the e x p d  cixcummnccs. Ln order to yield 
a real economic rate of rctuxn (ERR) of 101, energy extraction should be raised to 780 TJ/ycar 
or the price of the fuel substituted (mamt) would have to be 50% higher than the S1001ton level 
anticrpared. It is estimated that this extraction could be achieved under the "best case" technical 
scenario under which: (a) geothermal r e s o w  were at 48 "C instead of 42 "C assumed in the 
base case (to be codinned through the danonsaation plant); and (b) priority invcsmcnts wen 
undertaken to improve the dficiency of the district heating systems to which geothermal heat 
would be supplied (this is to be implemented under a separate project for which Bank support has 
bten sought by the Govrmment of Lithuania). 

Successor Plarg: Based on expected reductions in capital costs and stable fossil fuel prices (US 
$100/ton of m t ) ,  any successor geothermal plant would need to supply at least 660 TJIyear 
in order to yield an ERR of 10%. This is within the range of technical possibilities (Table 5.5). 
Modifications to the DH networks, expected to be undertaken in the near future, by themselves 
are expazed to have an ERR above 20%, aad would allow this level of geothermal heat 
extraction. Alternatively, mamt prices would need to be 23% higher than the level anticipatal 

-- to yield an ERR of 10%. If these heat extraction or fossil fuel price thresholds were not met, 
specific policy immentions such as envirommntal taxes on fossil fuels, or direct production 
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would employ a greater proportion of local engineering and technical inputs based on the transfer of 
technology achieved through the demonstration project. Lnvesanent costs (including physical 
contingencies) are estimated at US $16.3 million for the demonstration project and US $13.0 million for 
a subsequent plant. Base costs include engineering and technical assistance, drilling of production and 
re-injection wells, and plant construction. Past exploration costs arc treated as "sunk" costs; additional 
exploration costs are not expected as the resources are welldocumented. 

5.7 O~eratinn and Maintenance (O&W Costs. Costs were supplied by consultams and consist 
mainly of eltctricity (for pumping and circulation), maintenance, and salaries. The economic price of 
electricity has been assumed at US cents 4.0kWh (this would be higher if nuclear plant retirement costs 
were included). Annual O&M costs are estimated at about US M.51 million for the fmt 2 years during 
which international TA is required, and US $0.45 million after that. 

5.8 Capital and O&M costs per unit of geothermal heat utilized are sensitive to the level of 
heat exrractcd er. Ther are compared in Table 5 d wat 

k55: Ca 

se costs 

h - M s  

~ c m o  only (5x1 nn) 16.3 3.40 0.85 4.25 3.08 4.46 
Post-Dan0 (530 TJW) 13.0 2.70 0.85 3.08 4.46 

a Amomzcd over ZS years u a dsamm raw of 10%. 
b 

F Withanandwithrmtiaml iromnarPicostrmdrnnn~priaofUSa~wnon. 

5.9 e of the high capital costs per unit of heat urtraatd (Table 5.2). the economic 
viabilj atcrgy in Lithuania is seasitive to the quantity of heat extracted and the price at 
which it is sold. As the sales price is linked to the prevailing market price of maat! (or natural 
Reference prices (excluding cnviromncntal costs) are presented in Table 53 for comparison with th 
of gwthmnal heat production shown in Table 5.2. 

ity of gec 

Ria. Wtcm SfGJ Piice. Y m  YGJ 
90 3.06 10 2.16 

- -.- 
4.42 

Refnmcl zaiiz 
80% for - 

Economic Rate of Return 

5.10 The base case economic rates of ruum, based on the annual replacement of 530 TJ of 
F- maplt by gcothennal energy, are presented in Table 5.4 and the conclusions arc presented in para. 5.16. 

The detailed analysis is presented in Annex 1.4. 
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5.15 Sensitivitv Analvsis: Base case benefiu : with respect to the amo 
heat be extracted from the demonstration anu au-au~ yldts. Aquifer temperatun 
assumea to be at the low end of the range expected. and larger amounts of geothermal water corrln - 
obtained. Environmental benefits have been excluded from the sensitivity analysis but, if included, 
substantially increase the ERR as seen in Table 5.5. The economic sensitivity of the proposed PI 
and any successor plant, has been assessed conservatively by: (a) determining the values for g e o t h e m  - 

i are con 
A ".. ,...am that can . .  . -.. "- 

would 
.eject, 

Table 55:  Variation of ERR witb Changes in Aquifer and Netawk Return Tempe~tura 

, Gtothermal Plants Network Indoor Aquifer Yield Economic Rate of Return (%) 
Rmvn Temp. Temp. TJIyear 

- T-9. Y: OC Range 42- 
-- - 48°C 

wfo Env. Nat'l. 
Be Env. 

Bmfit 

Global 
Env. 
B m f i t  

lnvtsmwnt US S 16.3 
million (urcl. price 
eonringaria) 

Basic Design (Base h 

MNCC Imp14 

lnvesanan US $13 Milim 
(excl. pria c u u i n g d  

Basic Design 

- MNCC irnplanaarA -35 18 -- - 9.9 17.L 

45 710 11.3 18.3 21.6 

48 'T70 12.5 19.9 22.7 
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expected network modifications. Its achievement could be better defined through the 
demonstration plant and funher facilitated through efficiency-enhancing network modifications. 
Under the best scenario expected, geothennal heat production would be about 770 TJIyear. The 
successor plant is sensitive to changes in capital costs and the prices of substitute fossil fuels. 
A reduction in capital costs by 25% (to US 59.8 million excluding price contingencies) or an 
increase in substitute fuel (mazut) p r im to US S125lton (in constant 1995 US $) would be 
needed to yield a 10% ERR. These switching values are not expected to be reached. 

5.17 Imuact on Enernv Imr t s .  Lithuania's low tanperamre geothermal resources would be 
utilized mainly to complement centralized dismct heating systems by substituting pan of the base load- 
supply presently provided by fossil fuels. It is estimated that about 10% of this heat supply in about 
seven cities could be substituted by geothermal energy. Based on a total production of 5 1,014 TJ of hot 
water from centralized heat-only boilers in 1994, gwthennal energy could conceivably replace 5,000 TJ 
(about 120,000 toe) of imported fossil fuels, or about 2% of total 1994 fossil fuel imports. 

5.18 Economic Performance Criteria. Specific parameters which will be monitored during 
project implementation because of their potential irnpact on the economic viability of the proposed Project 
(and any subsequent geothennal plants) will include: (a) capital and operating costs; (b) sales price of 
geothennal energy; (c) quantity of geothennal heat emacted and sold; and (iv) operating conditions of 
the DH system needed to optimize the use of geothermal energy. 
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LITHUANIA 
Annex 1 

KLAIPEDA GEOTHERMAL DEMONSl IN PRO. 

4LCULl 3F THE INCREMENTAL COST TO BE COVERED BY GEF 

1. The fundamental basis for estimating the incremental cost is to compare the proposed 
project with an alternative way for producing the same amount of energy. At an early stage of project 
preparation the use of other energy resources such as peat, wood chips, coal, gas, and low sulfur oil was 
compared with the energy (500 TJ) produced from the geothermal water. To also include the issue of 
sustainability the study included a geothermal plant implemented with Lithuanian planning based on the 
Technical assistance provided under the project. The result of the study was as follows: 

Energy Production Investment Annual ERR ex 
Alternative Cost US $M O M  Cost US $M Benefits 

cl. Env. 

Coal 
Nan 
Peat 

I 
ual Gas 

HFO (1 96 sulfur) 0.7 1.68-1.71 14.4 
2.3 1.51-1.55 11.0 
0.6 1.99-2.00 < <  0 
5.6 1.32-1.37 6.3 

Wood Chips 7.8 2.43-2.47 < <  0 
Geothermal Demo 17.0 0.64-0.78 3.4 

F -  Geothermal Sub-sequent 9.6 0.44-0.60 15.2 

2. The purpose of the study was not to look into alternative fuels in detail, and therefore the 
comparison was based on only necessary investments in the existing boiler house, w h m  the geothclmala 
plant will be built, to a c c o m m ~  other types of fuel. The revenues of hcat produced by the different 
energy sources was based on US $1 101ton. The results w m  only used to justify the subsequent project 
preparation, because the subsequent plants do have an advantage compared to all the other alternatives. 

3. Among the energy sources listed above only peat, wood chips, and geothermal water are 
indigenous. Peat is not renewable, and furthermore, the sparst pcat resources has been allocated for the 
agricultural seaor and should not be regarded as readily available. The amouts of wood chips are 
limited in Lithuania, and an mainly available in the Eastern part of the country, which results in quite 
costly transportation costs. Furthermore, to f e d  the boiler in KIaipeda with wood chips to product the 

- . . .  

500 TJ would require that all Lithuanian forests be in n the thinning operations. 

Amount of fuels ~eplacecl by geothermal energy 

4. The heat danand for Klaipeda is currently 5600 Teryoura {TJ), and is expected to 
increase to about 7,500 TJ by year 2000. The hcat is delivmd by the Klaipcda District Heating 
Enterprise and generated by the use of mazut (Russian heavy fuel oil with a sulfur content of 3.5%), and 
natural gas. 



Assum~tions for calculation of IRR without environmental benefits 

1) Project lifetime : 25 years 
2) Investment cost : US $15.6 million 
3 Recurrent cost : US $0.71-0.84 million 
4) Revenues are equal to projected cost for fuel saved 
5) Recurrent cost includes replacement of certain equipment, to maintain the investments in 

full operation 

10. The IRR of the Geothermal Demonstration Plant is 4.2% based on an investment of US 
$15.6 million and a reduction of fuels in correspondence with the actual fuel mix. To achieve an IRR 
of 10 % the investment has-to ge reduced to US $8.6 million. 

11. -~ascd on the calculations of h R  without environmental benefits, the increment necessary 
to make the demonstration plant defendable as an investment reducing the global warming effects of 
&on dioxide, is estimated at US $6.9 million. The reduced emission of CO, during the lifetime of the 
project is, as mentioned in paragraph 7, 1,196 million tons. The cost effectiveness of emissions reduction 
is calculated at cost of US $5.85/ton CO, or US S21.451ton C. - - - - 

I#- 
12. The future development of the geothermal resources is dependent on the possibility of 
implementing similar plants at a lower cost, as it cannot be expected that grant s b r t  would be available 
after the i m p l e m d o n  of the demonstration plant. 

13. During the preparation of the project it becomes clear that a reduced temperature regime 
in the district heating nawork would increase the energy extraction from the geothermal water without 
any increase in investment and operational costs. In order to maximize utility, the overall World Bank 
Project includes another component which will finance the modification of network connections (sub- 
stations). - - 

14. The Modification of Network Connections Component, MNCC, will finance exchange 
of all sub-stations in the network at a cost of US $8 million, and give an IRR of over 20%. In view of 
the very high IRR, it must be anticipated that this kind of measures will be implemented in all district 
heating systems. Thc resulting reduced tcmperaturc regime will enable an increased extraction of energy 
from the geothermal water with 24 5% , which means that the amount of energy in future installations will 
be 620 TJ instead of 500 TJ. 

15. The Lithuanian Design Institute has calculated the investment for subsequent plants build 
entirely in a Lithuanian concept, after having received the mining included in this projezt, at US $9.6 
million. This cost will be rezxamined in the very near future. However, assuming that the invc~rmmt 
may increase by 25% to US 512 million, the investment based on an extraction of 620 TJ is still 
acceptable. The IRR for investments of US 59.6 million and US $12.0 million is 13.0% and 10.2% 
respectively. 
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Annex 2 

Technical Assistance Provided under the Danish Grant 

Background 

1. The Danish Environmental Protection Agency has offered parallel financial support, for 
the implementation of the Klaipeda Geothermal Demonstration Project up to US $2.5 million. The 
Danish support has been referred to as the technical assistance component (TAC) under the Klaipcda 
Geothermal Demonstration Project, comprising four major fields of activity. These are: 

a) Project steering, coordination, and supervision of the implementation and start-up of the 
demonstration plant; 

b) Engineering and specifications with regard to the aquifer development and &ace 
plam; 

demons t 

s) Procurement and contracting with regard to required goods and services; and 

d) Training of Lithuanian Statc Power System and Enterprise Geoterma staff for the purpose of 
sustainable operation and maintenance of the demonstration piant. 

--- 
An important goal under the Danish Project support is to provide the TAC in a manner which allows 
continued geothermal development in Lithuania, 
both in Klaipcda as well as other urban areas in 
western Lithuania This nquires detailed 
documenration and thorough reporting pracedurcs 
in step with plant development. 

Organization of Danish Assistance 

(DONG) will be project manager for the Danish 
consulting group providing assistance for the 
planning, implanentation, and start-up of the 
Klaipcda Geothermal Demonstration Plant. 
DONG will be assisted by two h n t r a a e d  
companies. Petroleum Geology Investigators and 
Houe & Olsen (see Box 1). 

Scope of Wor 

3. The implementation and start-up 
,- phase of the Klaipcda Geothermal Development Plant is expeaed to take three years subsequent to the 

Bank's approval of thc Project. The Danish project support consists of approximately 25,600 man-hours 



with regard to the drilling, testing, and completion of the geothermal wells as well as for the construction 
and installation activities required for the implementation of the geothermal production and in!ection 
plan! 

8. Reporting. 1 ~ject is 
consiaerea a basic requiremen1 ror proper steering and coordinarion UI inc project. 11 is or particular - 
importance for project sustainability and continued geothermal development else lia. IN 
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addition to routinely prepared and issued monthly progress reports, a number of completion reports (well 
completion, construction, and installation) as well as a final project implementation rcport are required. 
Based on a manpower requirtmest of 70 man-hours per month for documentationlrcporting activities, 
the total project support for this component is assessed at 2,000 man-hours. 

9. The manpower rqircment under the Danish financial suppon lor UIC implementation 
of the Klaipcda Geothermal Demonstration Project is XI in Table 1, allocated to work catcgory 
and year of activity. 
10. Subervision OAIOC. Based on the Lithuanian estimate with regard to the implemmtation 
of the gwthennal wells, a total manpower requirement for full-time on-site supervision is estimated at 
1600 man-hours. The on-site supervision with regard to construction and installation of the geothermal 
plants is planned to extend over approximately 18 months aad require 4,000 man-hours of work, 
including the installation and tuning of the absorption heat pumps. The cnginccri~ 
is IS0 90001 certified and relevant QAIQC procedures will be applied to the pi 

11. Engineering. The detailed engineering and specifications present the most time consuming 
activity under the Danish project support and comprise 8,000 man-hours that can be divided into two 
parts: 

a) The preparation of the drilling, testing, and completion progmms f mo g w  
F production wells, the single injection well, and the specifications r e q u i r ~  IUI rhe proct rc-~  

of pertinent equipment, services, and consurnablcs. The chilling operations are currently planned 

o r  the I 
url 81- . 



gained through the Klaipeda Geothermal Demonstration Project, together with the training axid education 
planned for the Project, is expected to make it possible for Enterprise Geoterma to: 

a) Erect the Kiaipeda Geothermal Demonstration Plant successfully; 

b) Avoid start-up problems; 

C) Avoid operation problems such as sand production, pump break downs. corrosion, loss of 
injectivity, and down time; 

d) Obtain an optimized operation of the plant with a maximized geothermal heat production; - - - - 
e) Plan, design, erect, and operate- new geothennal plants with higher Lithuanian content and 

particip%ion; and 

f) Eventually participate in geothermal projects outside Lithuania. 
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[ERMA L DEN RATIO N PRO JECT 

DESCR 1 OF GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES 
AND 

I& GEOTHERMAL LOOP 

GENERAL 
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Geothermal energy is natural heat, stored in mobile fluids pre at 
temperature above the annual average values. Low temperature geot~crrrliil , UCIUW 100 
degree Celsius 'OC', is widespread all over the world and is exploited for district heating, 
agricultural and industrial use by extracting the heat from the subsurface fluids. The development 
of such energy is generally connected to several factors: geologic and thermal conditions, climate, 
industrial and technological development etc. 

Low temperature geothermal energy technology is well proven ana IS operarional in sevc~ 
European countries: Iceland; Sweden; Denmark; France; Italy; CIS etc. for a variety of uses but 
essentially district heating axxi agriculture. When used for residential or district heating systems, 

#=--. the geothermal source substitute basically for the fuel in the conventional system. Heat is generally 
extracted from the geothermal water by hcat exchangers, but higher efficiency hcat pumps become 
essential for low temperafurc source to allow recovery of sufficicm amount of htat from the 
geothermal fluid. Development of low tempcranuc geothermal proja3.s is strictly dependent on 
the proximity of end-users, because long distance transportation is not tconomical as heat losses 
a d  insulation costs would render the project un#.nnomical. Whcn converting a heating system to 
geothermal, the additional costs needed are represented bv drilIing of production and disposal wells 
to reinject spent watcr, heat exchangers and pumps, a fications to the distribution net work 
which are often necessary. 

The proposed project consists of a pilot "demonstration" plant representing the first phase 
in the development of relatively extensive gwthermal ~ t ~ o u n x s  for space heating in Klaipcda and 
other urban areas in Lithuania. It represents an important pilot phase in the more general Power 
and Heat@ Rehabilitation Project with an objective to: establish the feasibility and economic 
viability of exploiting geothnmal resources for district hearing; reduce the dependence on imported 
fossil fuels for power generation and heating; and contribute to the mitigation of the env i ronmd  
iq ulfur and nitrogen oxides emissio Ins. 

RESOURCE ASSESSMENT 

In Lithuania, geothermal potential is confined to the Cambrian and Lower Devonian which 
underlie most of the Lithuanian and Latvian territories, at depth ranging from 2000 to 900 meters. - In the Klaipeda area, the above aquifers arc encountered at depth of 2000 and 1200 meters 
respectively. The lower Devonian has far superior supply potential and would be the main resource 



F 
The aquifer water is neutral and contains about 96 gram per liter of salt (sea water contains 

35 gram per liter), mainly of sodium chloride. The presence of hydrogen sulfide (H,S) has never 
been detected while drilling into the geothermal zone or from water samples obtained from the 
Devonian aquifers in wells drilled in Lithuan average com~osition of the geothe ter 
in the Klaipeda area is given in the table be1 

ua. The i 

ow: 

lifer ifer Water Composition - Devonian Aql 
Klaipeda Area (Well Vilkyciai-3) 

Bicarbonate: HC03' 
Chlorine: C1' --- 
Sul 
Brc 

Sodium: Na+ 
Potassium: K+ 
Calcium: a++ 

gmsium: 
~ntium: 1 

I-: Fe++ 
a1 Mineralization 

- -. 
Tot 
aH 

PROJECT u~~crun~ur.  

Thc consists of recovering heat from hot water produce r Devonian 
aquifer sands. The water is then circulated through a closed loop in a doublet, production-injection 
well, configuration comprising heat absorption pumps and heat exchangers to extract a fraaion of 
the heat camed by the geothcrrnal water. The heat recovered is then injected into the existing 
district heatinn network in Klaipcda '- --a tncc. the neothcrmal l o a ~  replaces uart of the boiler 
function in . district 

c project - - 

" 
the con1 'wan. 

geothermal loop mentioned above, which -1s the drilling of three wells and the construction of 
heat fecovcry facilities; and training and technical assistance to guarantee a smooth and timely 
project implementation, and technical transfer to facilitate the future development of the Lithuanian 
geothermal resources. The loop is designed based on the same concept used at the Thisted 
geothermal plant in Denmark which is now in operation since 1984. This design has been chosen 
because of the close similarities of aquifer parameters (petrophysical properties, depth and water 
temperature) at Klaipeda and Thisted. 
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ANNEX 4 
Lithuania 

Klaipeda Geothermal Demonstration Project 

Review 

1. Introduction. Preparation of the proposed Project has included an environmental review 
consistent with the applicable procedures of the GOL and the provisions of World Bank ~~erat ional-  
Duective 4.01, "Environmental Assessment" for a category "B" project. As the Project would not 
generate wast emissions to either air or water, 1 whasbt lnnation about 
environments E as a result of reduced consumpti ssil fuels 

the rwie 
on of fo: 

e or any 
1 benefit! 

2. Consultation urocess. The environmental review for the proposed project was prepared 
in coordination with Enterprise Geoterma (EG). EG will obtain the routine approvals for construction 
of the geothermal plant, including approvals from the local electricity company and the water and sewage 
company. Gwterma is in the process of requesting a formal environmental impact clearance. Upon 
completion, the Ministry of the Environment will then check whether impacts are correctly assessed, and 
whether mitigation measures are adequate. Finally, the Minisny of Construction and Urbanistics will 
issue the permission to start construction once all approvals are in place. 

3. Environmental quality problems are not a acvcre in Lithuania as U~USC C X I W ~ .  

other countries of the FSU and eastern Europe. The decline in economic activity over the past five years 
kas corresponded with a drop in industrial activity and energy use, resulting in an overall decline in 
pollution. However, in smaller cities dominated by a single large manufacturing facility, emissions from 
these plants are still high enough to result in hcalth impacts. This is, 
Jonava, where a significantly higher incidence o n's respiratory disease an 
reported. 
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4. Howwer, it appears that the concentration of wvar pllutants 1 rped, with the 
exception of NO,, which has risen in almost all cities since 1991. This can be atmourw to an increase 
in vehicular emissions, which is a w e d  to ca I of air ~ollution in cities (Lithuania MinlsUy of 
Environment). 

5 .  Klaipeda's main pollution problem in previous years was caused by an industrial plant 
that produced batteries. This has been temporarily closed down, due to limitations placed on indusaial 
output. Today whatever air pollution problems exist are principally caused by traffic congestion in the 

I Water pollution is not d i s t a ~ ~ ~ .  u n ~s irrcl- to the use of geahtrmal eaergy u! uus case. 

2 
/- EnvinmmmaI &ian P r o g m  W) for Cmnol a d  -ern &wvpe. Envirormwm Division. Technical Dcpuanart. 

Europe and Ccntnl h i m  , Middle Ean ud North Africa Region. The Worid Bank, Wlshington. D.C.. Marcb 31. 1W. Also Air 
. and W m r  Plakry Pcnnimir8 in Litlamia, W. Hamngton. Resarreu for the Fume. W m h h g m .  D.C., Scpankr 1993. 



Klaipeda Project: &Main Components and Layout of Geothermal Loop 
Winter Conditions 



10. Remlations. Every industrial enterprise. utility, and heating company must request an 
emission permit, for which there is no charge. The pennit is issued by the regional Department of the 
Environment. If the permitted amount of emissions is exceeded, in terms of tonstyear, a fine is imposed 
(collection rates are unavailable). The fines differ according to substance, and are indexed to inflation 
four times a year. Permitted concentrations of pollutants are determined according to the State Comol 
ReguLasions on Stan'o~ry Sources of Air Pollution, issued by the Ministry of Environment in 1992, in 
accordance with Order 97. New HPC standards will be issued on January 1, 1996, and will be applied 
to all new and rehabilitated boilers. In cases where boilers use two or more different kinds of fuel, 
standards for complex pollutant emissions will be higher. 

C. Project Description 

11. The proposed Project will be developed as an environmental/cnergy mana 
for the city of Klaipeda. The Project has two components: 

(i) Technical Assistance and Training Corn 
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the he 
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:eothermal loop including all necessary equipment for extraaing 
the geothermal water and transfening it to the district heating 

system 

detailed drilling, testing and wm 

~pport  to the Project implementation for Enterprise Geoterma, 
ort to LSPSiTENA in the preparation of tender documents; 

trainin 
i n m  

g of Lithuanian staff and management in operation of the gc 
sted, Denmark to maximize the transfer of technology; an 
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tallation the implementation of the project including ins 
p as well as mdergrouad work. 

of the 

SUICUL of two production wells and one iqa;nm WCII; 

• ground facilities including building and necessary equi nch as 
msorption heat pumps, heat exchanger, and auxiliary equipment for control and 
regulation of the plant and the heat transfer to the district heating system; and 

above 
-L--- 

o piping bawm production wells and g e o t h d  plant, as well as piping from tht 
geothermal plant to the injection well, and piping between the geothermal plant 
and the disma heating network. 



European Union will facilitate Lithuania's adjusrrnent to the added cosls of such a rax. were Lithuania 
to join the EU. 

16. Both from the perspectives of limiting health damage, and from assumed public 
willingness to comply with future environmental policy, the proposed geothermal project would have 
beneficial local results. In order to fully assess the benefits in reduced health damage, data for PM,,, and 
information on health and labor costs is necessary. However, it is clear that given high short term 
concentrations of sulfur dioxide, the reduction of sulfur dioxide emissions (in the case of mazut 
replacement) could only be benign. Given the tighter standards to be enforced in 1996, and a possible 
stricter enforcement of the prohibition of the use of mazut with a Sulfur content greater than 2.5 %, the 
use of geothermal energy would make it easier for KDHE to meet standards. 

- E. PropoSed Mitigation Actions 

17. Protection of drinking water zones. The consultants have estimated the salinity of the 
geothermal water in Klaipeda to be 8.8% by weight. Therefore, it is important that the water does not 
flood farm land or enter groundwater. The use of a closed loop system will avoid such leakages. 
Geothermal water which is used to clean up the p& system prior to re-injection will lead to the sea 
through the sewer system. Drinking water zones will be protected by a cement casing. Basins and pits 
on the well site will be sealed off, and measures will be taken to avoid residue spills during testing and 
production. Solid wastes from the drilling operation will be deposited in suitable controlled landfills. 

,--- 18. Blow out ~revmtion. The likelihood of gas or oil presence in the Devonian aquifer zone 
is considered very small. Nevertheless, @e casing and cementing programs are designed to resist a blow- 
out from the Devonian aquifer. 

19. Prevention of eas release. If necessary, measures will be taken to prevent gases from 
being released from geothermal water in the sewer. Water destined for the sewer will first be sprayed 
into a basin in which it slowly runs towards the inlet pipe of the sewer system, in order to release 
combustible gases, if present. The absorption heat pump docs not utilize CFC gas, but a Lir-watcr 
solution, and therefore does not lead to gas I&@ to the atmosphere. 

F. Environmental Monitoring and Institutional Issues 

20. Discussions have been held between the consultants and the Lithuanian Geological S w e y ;  
the Lithuanian Energy Agency and the Ministry of the Environment. The Geological Survey expressed 
its support for the project, and offered assistance as required. The Survey provides govenrment 
supervision with regard to the exploitation of Lithuanian underground resources. Pending the receipt of 
an orderly drilling proposal. the Survey will be able to provide clearance within a month. The Ministry 
of the Environment provides govcmment supervision with regard to an environmentally acceptable 
drilling operation. The Ministry has expressed concern that installation of the wellhead be adequately 
performed. It has also stressed that measures be taken to prevent gas entering the sewage system. These 
concerns have bem addressed, and follow-up will be closely monitored. 
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ANNEX 4 
Lithuania 

Klaipeda Geothermal Demonshation Project 

1. Introduction. Preparation of the proposed Project has mcmaeu an envlronmem review 
consistent with the applicable procedures of the GOL and the provisions of World Bank Operational 
Directive 4.01, "Environmental - Assessment" for a category "B" project. As the Project would not 
generate waste or ar ither air :, the review has been based on information about 
environmentall_ benet reduced ption of fossil fuels. 

ions to e: 
result of 

2. Consultation uroccss. The C n ~ i r O ~ n d  review for the proposed project was prepared 
in coordination with Enterprise G to t em (EG). EG will obtain the routine approvals for construction 
of the geothermal plant, including approvals from the local electricity company and the water and sewage 
company. Geotcnna is in the process of requesting a f o n d  environmental impact clearance. Upon 
completion, the M i  of the Envirompcnt wiH-then check whether impacts are correctly assessed, and 
whether mitigation measures are adtquate. Finally, the Ministry of Construction and Urbanistics yill 
issue ,rovals a xion onc 

Conditions in Kiaipedal 

3. Environmental quality problems arc not as severe in Lithuania as those cricuunxcrca rd 
other countries of the FSU and eastern Europe. The decline in canmnic activity over the past five years 
has corresponded with a drop in industrial activity and energy use, resulting in an overall decline in 
pollution. However, in smaller cities dominated by a single large manufacturing facility, emissions from 
these plants arc still high enough to result in adverse health impacts. This is, for example, true of 
Jonava, where a significantly higher incidence of children's respiratory disease and eye distasc has been 
reported. 

4. However, it appears that the concatmion of most pollutants has dropped, with the 
excepuon of NO,. which has risen in'almost all cities since 1991. This can be attributed to an increase 
in vehicula cause 70% of air polluti ies (Lib inistry of 
Environmcl 

Ins, whic on in cit 

5 .  ipeda's main pollution problem in previous years was caused by an industrial plant 
hl ies. This has been temporarily closed down, due to limitations placed on industrial 
output. Toby wnar~er  air pollution problems exist are principally caused by M i c  congestion in the 

2 tm'- Acdm P m g ~  W l j b r  h m l t m d  EPnm E m p .  E n b m m t  *- Division. Tcchnid D-. 
Europ and C a W  Asir . M i c  Eut md North Afria Region. Tht Waid Bmk. Wuhhgm. D.C., Much 31. 1994. A h  Air 
a d  Waer Qvoliry Pcnnining in LAhuia. W. Hurington. ksamcs for ttw Future. Wlshingron. D.C.. Scprmba 1993. 
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- .  

October. 1995 Anden Halldin 
Environment 

Ikrr Shed Prrparcd/Updnud J w e  8, 1995 
Plum? do mr l a v e  my nnnr blank: usc 'NIA' or T o  IK ddolopad' when rppropnuc) 

Mojor h j c a  Componeo:  (preremr description of project conponenu) 

(a)Demonstration of use of geothermal energy as an indigenous renewable energy resource to replace 
imported fossil fuel for heat generation to Klaipeda District Heating System, and to reduce emission of GHG 
and SO,. - 

Mojo? t r - m e n d  I n ~ . c  (deaikr  major cavirommml b c r  idcndfied or nupcctod in project) 

The project has zero emissions to air and water, and does not generate any hazardous waste. Potential for air 
and water emissions will be examined during the environmental analysis. 

- 
Praposed A&N: (daaiba h o a r  p q m d  to mitipp cavirornacaPl iPua doaibsd in pmjen) 

Residues from drilling opeation would be disposed of at a conaolled landfill acceptable to the Regional 
Environmental Authority. 

- 

J ~ m m n / R n r S O &  jor E n v i m d  &&pv: ((rruol~ fm o*' I q o r y  rclcned & e x p W o a  of any cbanga from initid cl8aificuion) - 
The residue from drilling operations during project implementation need to be disposed of at a controlled 
landtill. 

- 
O h ?  &mtwwwnd lrnurr (dm&& awironmaxal hrua of lavr vope & f d  with projest) 

Disposal of residues from drilling operations in connection with project implementation. After 
implementation no waste will be generated. 

I Seth m). Rcgioad Envimarneac Division Chkf 
Juac 9. 1995 

N/ A 

Signed by: Sigacd by: 
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Llthuanla: Klalpeda Geothermal Demonstratlon Project 
Implementation Schedule: Control & Evaluation of Drllling Operations 

Task 
Klalpec ma1 Demonslralbn 
Start Dare: r ~ l i n s  Progress 
Task Manager: Anden Halldin 

Mibslone 

ID 
1 

2 

3 

4 

6 

6 

7 

8 

8 

10 

11 

I 2  

- s-Y 
b-4 Rolled Up Progress - - ROW VpTmsk - 

ROW up Mitestone 0 

1995 
TaskNr RIJI J l ~ l s l 0 l ~ l 0  JIFIM 
Pr@paral~urr 

Develop terms of reference 

Shodlisl and prepare lender doanenls 

SubmH tender documents 

Evaluate blds and negollale 

Contrad slgnlng 

ImplrmrnClUon 

Control of produclbn WON 1 

Conlrol of produdbn WON 2 

Con tbn wen 

Monltorln~ 

Monthly Progross Reportm I l l  I I  I I  I I  



Lithuania: Klalpeda Geothermal Demonstration Project . 

lmplementatlon Schedule: Connection to Boiler House and External Pipline 

Slarl Data 
Task Manager: Anden Holldln 

Task S m a V  it Rolled Up Progress I 

-B ~ o M ~ ~ l r s k  - 
+ R o M  l 







)uauruoJ!Auq jo has!u!w ysluea Aq p e p l ~ o ~ d  e~uqslssy l e q u y m l  pue Bup.qe~l 
~ 3 a l o ~ d  uoljeqsuouraa ~euuey)oeg epedlely :eluenylll 
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Annex 7 

MONITOIUNG AND EVALUATION 

_ -. _ LUUW rd Monitor Development Obiectives 

Le or res 

1 during 1. Project monitoring indicators were developei appraisal in order to enable 
tracking of Project inputs on key develo~ment objectives throughout the Project cycle. At the 
mid-term review, the need to fme-tux tructure the Project design will be based on the data 
received from these indicators. 

B. Project Indicators 

2. Given the essential role program monitoring and evaluation play in determining 
the impact of a given intervention on development objectives, a number of indicators will be 
used to monitor and evaluate progress during the implementation of the Klaipeda Geothermal 
Demonstration Project. However, the progress of these indicators would be evaluated in relative, 
not absolute, terms. During supervision, a selected number of commercial, operational, financial 
and environmental indicators would be monitored in accordance with Project objectives. 

P" (a) Commercial indicators 

Extraction of geothermal energy is expected to be larger than described 
due to higher temperature in the aquifer, and actions to improve building 
insulation are expected to reduce the network return temperature. These 
deviations will be continuously monitored and recorded as they will have 
a clear impact on the sale of heat. 

(b) Operational indicators 

Heat extracted from the geothermal water and delivered to the network 
will be monitored and compared with actual aquifer temperature and 
temperature of the return m o r k  water. 

It should be demonstrated that the use of geothermal energy has resulted 
in a reduction of use of imported fossil fuels. 

(c) Financial indicators 

The transfer price for geothcxmal energy between EG and KDHE would 
be monitored in accodamx with the b a n  Agreement. 

The following standard financial indicators, in addition to the internal mte 




